
This draft was produced on July 17 – it is subject to amendment in the near future to 
give an opportunity to Tori to fill in some incomplete statements attributed to her.

Union Square Neighborhood Council
Built Environment Committee Meeting
January 28, 2018, 6-8 pm, at Canopy

Attendees:
Tori Antonino
Michèle Hansen
Ann Camara
Joanne Berry
Andy Greenspon
Philip Parsons
Wig Zamore
Nick Pettazzoni

Meeting Minutes:

Zoning Overhaul

Tori: Wednesday Board of Aldermen agenda says public hearing on zoning overhaul. 
George Proakis says it will just be a presentation of 3 parts of plan - transportation, 
sustainability, jobs. The City is just starting to present this to the Aldermen. We need to 
focus on the sections we can apply retroactively to US2 development plans. (Tori will 
look into this.)

Joanne: Figure out what they mean by sustainability - it can fall into different 
thresholds.

Tori: Green Standard - document being worked on by Green and Open Somerville. 
Increase standards for development, including higher open space requirement and 
higher green percentage of open space, green roofs, stormwater mitigation, hopefully 
on site or tax for it. Native plants and bio-diversity. One specific initiative - have 
developers build habitats for native species. Green and Open Somerville will submit 
both these documents to the City and BoA under public record.

Joanne: Also submit it to City Board of Public Health? (Tori will look into this.)

Tori: Look up Wednesday BoA meeting details on presentation of zoning overhaul. Will 
the public be allowed to speak? (Tori will look into this.)



Joanne: Setting up meeting with City Board of Public Health to work into MEPA 
Working Group discussion. In touch with Anderson Kreiger LLP - David Lyons to help 
out with MEPA analysis.

Tori: 5 minutes at CBA summit. Pitch for what the built environment means - the 
physical realm of where the community will gather and experience the city. Careful 
review of design documents, make sure they are aligned with zoning, Somervision, 
other City documents. Keep an eye on that process and be ready to offer our opinions 
and other renderings of what the designs...

Urban design and architecture, landscape design, but also support from all those who 
live here and experience the City and what affects their everyday life and have ideas 
about what would make it great.

Joanne: Include language to make sure all should be included, such as brick and 
mortar businesses and their needs for space.

Philip arrives.

Tori: Inform the entire community, businesses, people who are developing such as 
small scale developers in the area (as compared to larger developers).

Michèle: Small scale developers such as?

Tori: Like Zach Baum working on Bow Market.
So working with community, business, developers -want to change the narrative broadly
about “developers”.

Michèle: People are generally skeptical of developers. They need to come in and listen 
to the community and hear what they are saying and take their suggestions.

Tori: Maybe it is accountability of the developers as well as the City. We want to 
promote open and real dialogue between developers and community.

Michèle: When you stay small developers are you mostly talking about those like Zach 
Baum, who redevelop old buildings for new uses that is a benefit to the community?

Tori: Yes, and that is still something to pay attention to.

Andy: Explains Rob’s email and what to focus on.



Philip: Clarify the review parcel by parcel. Developers go in with the intention of winning
because it’s hard to redo the entire design. But it would be better to see things from 
US2 before the full design plan comes out to try to address issues sooner. I could help 
you write up something. Good design planning requires feedback very early, before all 
the full plans come out.

Michèle: Are we still talking about the presentation at CBA summit? The presentation to
the public has to be very simple. 

Tori: Should we reach out to the City to talk about the previous and design process 
going forward?

Philip: Ask through the City (maybe via George Proakis) to improve the design process 
- can’t just go through US2. You don’t want to have a show of public process without 
any results - it just makes people angry and feel their voice isn’t heard. It’s when you get
into the conversation that matters

Wig arrives:

Joanne: Include the architects in these conversations and emails. Or else it will get 
filtered through US2.

Philip: Yes, absolutely. You’ve got to find a method of doing it. Focus on the intent. This 
doesn’t happen very much - it could be better.

Tori: So procure a meeting with US2 and the City to figure out how we can have more 
open communication and process because what has happened so far has been 
disappointing.

Philip: Yes, exactly. I wouldn’t worry about the details at this point, but we want more 
legitimate input than has been to date. Proakis argument - everyone feels like they 
haven’t been heard if their opinion is not included in the final design. But if the results of 
design are not responsive to community needs, then there’s a problem. This has been a
complex process with high expectations early on and low satisfaction now - that is the 
fault of the process to a fairly large extent. And there’s going to be further approvals 
block by block which will go on for years and this part of the process can be improved.

Tori: Seek a more transparent community process with the help of the City and to allow 
more meaningful engagement with US2. Not that US2 just presents this is how the 
design will look, but to hear and directly respond to community concerns.



Wig asks about current discussion. 

Tori explains looking for the best pitch for built environment .

Wig: The scale of the build environment dwarfs the scale of the CBA. 

Joanne: I think everyone has this vision of what the immediate priority is at this point.

Wig: True, but also issue of scale.

Michèle: Best way to get people to understand is what you include in definition of built 
environment - explain that it’s everything the community uses in everyday life.

Ann: I talk to a lot of people in the neighborhood, and they understand this completely 
when I explain what the CBA is and what the built environment is.

Tori: This is true, but the narrative has been about the CBA mostly, but I think it needs 
to be hammered home that in addition to the CBA, there is the...

Michèle: I think everyone is overestimating how much everyone knows about all of this.
We can just explain what each things is straightforwardly.

Wig: When you build buildings in the district, they last a long time. So their utility to 
people in the parks and on the sidewalks is probably of primary value, but people don’t 
understand how vastly different they can come out and what impact they can have on 
the community for a hundred years. The fiscal value of all these The CBA is probably 
~2% of the fiscal impact of all of this on the community, with regard to all the big issues.

Ann: People understand the day to day built environment issues like sidewalks. 

Tori: If we had the tax profile of Cambridge, we would have an extra $150 million/year 
to spend on what we wanted whether affordable housing, parks, better sidewalks, etc. 
I’m not sure people...

Andy: Just tell people to stand in Union Square and imagine different ways gravel lot 
can be built to multiple configurations of buildings and how it will affect where you go, 
where you stay, how you get places.

Michèle: Explain how the space between the buildings can affect your life and give ten 
specific examples to make the point clear. 



Also, the CBA and built environment do not need to be in competition with each other at 
the meeting.

Philip: How to make this simple - key issues. 1) Improved input into design. 2) 
Influencing the quality of the built physical environment beyond all our lifetimes. 3) 
Taxes - if we build all housing, it’s a drain on the city. If we build all commercial, we can 
build anything we want. Influencing what happens going forward isn’t just about the 
physical environment but determining what we can do with schools, parks, affordable 
housing, support for families. What people want in Union Square, heard again and 
again through all these processes (CAC, LOCUS, etc.) development without 
displacement and preserve the community we love. That takes money.
4) Additional issues beyond these 3 - City-wide Zoning. The D blocks are a fraction of 
Union Square compared to the entire Union Square district. City-wide zoning will affect 
all of that. This committee needs to be involved.

Wig: MEPA looks at projects that hit certain impact threshold effects, whether traffic, 
environmental, open space, sewer system, etc. The City is supposed to be doing 
comments on the same review because it all concerns the health, safety, and welfare of 
the community.

Joanne: Explains why MEPA is in a Working Group compared to Built Environment in a 
committee due to technicalities of bylaws and being able to reach out for others outside 
of Union Square for help on the MEPA analysis.

Michèle: Say MEPA Working Group is a working group of this committee. 

Wig: Not concerned about organization of groups, just output.

Tori: Outreach committee met Saturday. We need to get the outreach...

Philip: In terms of outreach, the built environment can benefit from expertise and 
experience. There are a huge number of people living in this district who have expertise,
some of whom have been involved for years, who currently may not be involved 
because of other commitments. This process requires both members of the community 
who talk about day to day issues of living here but also the expertise of others. 
Architects and planners often work long hours, but we need to get them to care. Staring 
at documents we don’t know how to read may be a waste of time

Wig: Find architects via Boston Society of Architects - can find people by address who 
live in the district. Hardest thing to find support for is fiscal, and environmental and 
health analysis.



Joanne: I met David Lyons from environmental law firm that have offered to help review
MEPA submission. Could fiscal analysis aspect be helped by Chamber of Commerce?

Wig: Probably not. I also know Kreiger from Anderson and Kreiger LLC. (get Wig name 
of other law firm from Mystic View Task Force) 
Both firms have been successful at lawsuits against the City. We figured out the 
objections to the developments and most of the lawsuits. Law firms helped with the 
court work.

Ann: We can refer people to this committee.

Philip: Also networking - ask people who they know with expertise in various areas.

Tori: Design Review Committee - look for people at universities to come help like Urban
Planning students.

Philip: I got a letter from students at MIT intrigued by this process and wanting to know 
if they can do something. It could be useful - depends very much on the situation.

For example, every design class in the City probably did a case study on Assembly Row
back in the day.

Joanne: Rebecca from Planning Board has design and architecture experience. 

Wig: She cannot directly help because of City-wide conflict of interest.
When City of Boston put together South Boston waterfront first plan, Boston Society of 
Architects put together a committee to provide critical feedback on that first plan that 
was torn up and they started over. But if they work for any company working on the 
project, then it may be hard to get their help.

Tori: Reach out to Tufts urban planners.

Wig: We can reach out to Harvard and MIT also. I’m talking to MIT grad student 
Tuesday who reached out. Urban and Environmental Planning department at Tufts more
focused on policy than design.

Tori: Maybe a general call out to different departments in different universities.

Wig: Might be better to contact people you think are most interesting or that you know.



Philip: Need to have a specific reason for contacting them.

Wig: US2 is very tiny group.

Philip: As compared to Gerding Edlen which had many creative ideas.

Wig: Shu Talun had some interesting people come a few years ago for the Space In 
Between  workshops that Union Square Neighbors ran. 

Small-scale street environment - save the small-scale creativity here whether musicians
or artists or makers.

Philip: We just need to reach out and find more ideas.

Wig: Every community has affordable housing issues to handle. There are very few 
communities that have the small-scale creativity Somerville has and there is a high risk 
they could be pushed out.

Ann: US2 should have initially worked with the community and not just the City. That 
would have been better financially and creatively.

Joanne: MEPA will be on the back-burner until the application is submitted. In contact 
with David Lyons for when form is submitted. Fiscal impact analysis seems like an issue
to address sooner rather than later. Who can we find to help with that?

Wig: Volunteers willing to do almost full time work. We need to know where the datasets
are that we can acquire and use. We won’t create the data ourselves. The City and 
State each have some data. MAPC (metropolitan area planning council), Boston MPO 
(metropolitan planning organization). 

Philip: Don’t get into the heavy details of this data unless we know what we want to do 
with it. We have to know where we want to put our time and energy into because it’s 
limited.

Wig: Maybe we can form a data group of people good at handling plain language data. 
Also find subject matter experts if necessary.

Andy: MIT, Harvard, etc. people who like data, figure out goals first, present available 
data sets to these people and ask them to analyze and plot data in different ways. 
Could be hackathon.



Tori: General outreach first to get people on BEC.

Wig: Don’t want to keep calling on people in general, but call on people for specific 
needs when you need them. They can be on listservs but don’t call them into meetings 
unless it’s for their specific skills.

Philip: Assembly row effort was oppositional to the city for quite some time. This 
development needs to be collaborative with the City and developer. We won’t want to 
end up oppositional.

Wig: Not oppositional unless there is no other choice.

Philip: The City was very different 20 years ago. Now, we need to forge collaborations. 
When doing collaborations, the City should be doing more of the work and analysis. We 
have to find where our critique can be most valuable. The City and Planning Staff is 
exhausted all the time, so we need figure out where we can be helpful. But we also 
don’t need to do all the work ourselves. Let’s not pretend we can do things we cannot 
do.

Joanne: Should we go to the Somerville City Planning Staff and ask how we can be 
useful to them, to help them and help ourselves?

Wig: Assembly Square was amicable (everyone had same goals long term) until Mayor 
Gay and the newly hired City Planner decided they wanted Assembly Square to be big 
boxes and parking lots first and then after 10 years, add mixed use on parking and after 
10 more years, tear down big boxes. This was complete reversal of past years of 
agreement. STEP and GLX were opposite - City asked for that to be started while 
Mystic View was suing the City over issues and start a new group on Sustainable 
Transportation and get the community engaged. Made sure Mystic lawsuits was not 
personal but just legal issues.

Current developments in Union Square is not as amicable and friendly as the STEP and
GLX things, but not as oppositional as Mystic View became. Somewhere in between 
friendly and oppositional.

Need a list of topical headings we want to cover. Six areas of less (e.g. housing + 
affordability, jobs, businesses, green and open space, fiscal understanding). Doesn’t 
have to all be Neighborhood Council, work can be spread across the whole community.

Tori: General outreach could be helpful but we need to know the topical areas first.



Philip: Need a specific ask of people at universities.

Wig: Refine topics first.

Michèle: Sit down with City to have conversation about what is coming.

Philip: Instead of George Proakis who is very busy and split along many areas, reach 
out to someone like Sue Thomas.
Practical engagement with good analysis leads to a good relationship with the City. The 
City benefited from technical advice on specific previous issues from community 
members. The CBA by its nature will be oppositional to some extent. BEC work can be 
constructive and creative and beneficial to the City and can do something really good. 
Setting up this relationship early on is important. We need to have a reset.

Michèle: Get as much outside expertise as we can get on very specific topics as 
Wig listed. Interact with the Planning Staff and anyone else in the City involved 
and have friendly and collaborative interactions with them because they are 
overworked and underpaid, and we need to help them come up with solutions to 
help make Union Square what we want it to be.

Wig: Need to establish some degree of certainty in principles and goals and trust with 
the City.

Anyone who wants to come in on these topics even if they have no experience, we want
them to come in and figure out what areas they care about and have them become 
experts in those areas.

Personal suggestion: USNC could have a single monthly newsletter with a focus on one
or two issues each time to reach the general public.

Michèle: These ideas have been proposed and also outreach to SCATV and even 
Somerville Times or other local media.

Tori: I’ll write a blurb for CBA summit on BEC, will run it by BEC, want it precise and not 
oppositional. A few quick, clear, precise slides.

Official vote to make Tori chairperson of BEC. Andy nominates, Phil seconds. Vote: 5 in 
favor, 0 oppose.



Tori: Item 6. By acclamation agreed on that. 

Michèle: Communications committee will have a presentation on different website 
preferences.

Tori: Any new documents by US2 out? (No one thinks so.)

Tori: Any documented response from community meeting in September on CDSP. (Tori 
will email George Proakis.)

Phil: Suggest reaching out to US2 and George that Tori is chair of this committee and to
follow up to set up meeting with City and developer all in the same room. A meeting to 
reset relationships and start off on a good front. Don’t get into details too much.

Add to Wednesday’s USNC agenda to have the USNC Board approve this action.


